Dedicated Law Student Gets Judge Hand Tattoo
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“Are you in law school? Did you consider getting it as a dedicated tattoo?” the student’s friend Michelle joked.

“My brother has a tattoo that says ‘I’m a judge’ and I thought it was too corny. He asked his tattoo artist to call him ‘Bucky’ while his sister would call him ‘Bunny.’”

Ever wonder about the name Learned Hand?

Well... his full name was Stetson Learned Hand. Hand later dropped “Stetson” as he thought it was too pretentious. He asked his close friends to call him “Buck” while his sister would call him “Bunny.”
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Standing desk with hammock attachment. Patent No. 11096072

The boat to use a treadmill desk, Patent No. 9553989

Engineer Marian Osoft and the latepathologist Dr. Patricia Bars will make history as members of the next cohort of inductees.

Startup Story: After years of using Tesla's own laser technology, the company's founder and CEO, Elon Musk, realized the potential of using the technology to create affordable and efficient energy solutions. The company's goal is to provide clean energy solutions to the world. (Tesla.org)

$t$. \text{ Tesla Red for a patent with the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in 1989, and never filed before.}$